At Spring Lobby Weekend 2020, hundreds of students, recent grads, and young adults will come to Washington, DC to learn how to be effective changemakers. Our main focus for Spring Lobby Weekend will be climate change.

Participants will:

» Hear from policy experts, high-profile speakers, and other grassroots advocates on solutions to address our climate crisis.
» Lobby 3 members of Congress and/or their staff.
» Workshop advocacy techniques from writing effective letters to the editor to grassroots organizing.

Approximate costs per person:

» **Travel to Washington, DC:** Varies depending on method & distance
» **Housing:** $50/night x 3 or 4 nights at Hosteling International
» **Food:** Breakfast and lunch provided by FCNL. Dinner on your own.
» **Estimated transportation in Washington, DC:** $40
» **Registration:** $50 (Reduced rate available)

More information:

For general questions, contact Sergio Mata-Cisneros, sergio@fcnl.org or visit fcnl.org/slw

For information about financial aid, contact Annie Chiorazzi, annie@fcnl.org